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Sanl Bass at Syracuse
ALMOST NINETY-TWO YEARS AGO, on 21 July 1878, Sam Bass
died of lead poisoning. The place was Round Rock, Texas, and the date
was his twenty-seventh birthday.
The young bandit had been shot to pieces a couple of days
previously-when he and two of his men had ridden into town to take a
final look at the bank they planned to rob. An unexpected melee had
occurred, there was shooting all over the place, men were killed, Bass was
wounded, and the next day captured and brought back to Round Rock
where he lingered until he breathed his last. Thus came to an end a short
lifetime spent as a cowboy, a teamster, and a race horse owner-Bass may
not have contributed much to Society in these occupations, but he sure did
have a lot of friends in Denton and adjoining counties-with something like
the last two years being misspent as a stage-coach highwayman, a train
robber, a fugitive outlaw, and a would-be bank bandit.
Since 1878 quite a lot has been written about this now almost
legendary figure; the Sam Bass bibliography is extensive, and includes even
an eleven-stanza ballad, long popular among the cowboys on the Southwestern Plains, then later over the radio, and now in albums of such
recorded music. In Round Rock today the best place to get a decent cup
of coffee is none other than the Sam Bass Cafe.
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One of the early publications about this young outlaw and his
depredations was a paperback book entitled: The Train Robber's Career. A
Lzfe of Sam Bass, The Notorious Desperado of the Southwest. With Some
Account of his Followers. The author was John Hullah, described on the
title page as being "Of the Chicago Press," and the book was published in
Chicago by Belford, Clarke & Co., and in St. Louis by Belford & Clarke
Publishing Co., in 1881, with pictorial wrappers and four line illustrations
(including the frontispiece) accompanying the text of 178 pages, duodecimo in size. All the illustrations, including the front cover design,
carried the name of the engraver as Baker Company, Chicago. (The front
cover design on John Hullah's book is reproduced on the front cover of
this issue of The Courier.)
The Train Robber's Career was evidently very popular. It may well be
imagined that copies were literally read to pieces, fell apart, thrown away,
lost; the entire edition was gobbled up, and disappeared; there was not
even any record anywhere that the publication ever existed. It was not
copyrighted, and there is not and never has been a copy in The Library of
Congress. The book became an unknown, and it remained an unknown for
a long time.
In late March 1959 a copy of the book showed up in the hands of
Laurence C. Woodward, who ran Colesworthy's Book Store (established in
1837), way up in North Woodstock, New Hampshire. Woodward sold the
book to his friend and customer, Martin E. Ismert, a prominent collector
of Americana of Kansas City, Missouri. According to correspondence which
has survived, Woodward informed Ismert he had never heard of the Hullah
biography before, and a check of all his reference books had produced
absolutely nothing. Woodward's search revealed the book had never been
offered at auction, and-more important-it had not been listed in such
standard, authoritative compilations as u.s. -iana ( 1700-1950): A descriptive
check-list of 11,450 printed sources relating to those parts of Continental
North America now comprising the United States, Selected by Wright
Howes, published in New York City, 1954, and Six-Guns and Saddle
Leather: A Bibliography of Books and Pamphlets on Western Outlaws and
Gunmen, Compiled by Ramon F. Adams, issued in Norman, Oklahoma,
1954. Woodward wrote that he believed The Train Robber's Career "is a
very scarce book," and Ismert bought it for his collection.
The Kansas City collector was a Subscriber for the research services
of The Americana Institute of New York City, and sent in a request for
information on the Hullah book. The reply from the Institute, dated 7 May
1959, was brief: There is no copy in the New York Public Library; there is
no mention of it in Adams' Six-Guns and Saddle Leather; and it is not
listed in the Catalogue of The Library of Congress.
In a letter dated 5 May 1959, Woodward informed Ismert he had
received several inquiries about the book-the word had gotten around
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somehow-and that one of these had come from Mr. Adams himself. "He
will probably contact you to get bibliographical information," Woodward
wrote, "since he wants to include it in his revised edition."
Mr. Adams did just that. He read the book, examined it carefully,
and wrote the bibliographical description for inclusion in the revised
edition of his Six-Guns.
Shortly thereafter, Ismert died, and the copy of Hullah's book was
sold by the Administrator of his estate to Mr. Jeff Dykes, a scholar of
superb caliber, an expert bibliographer, and a well-known, highly esteemed,
enterprising dealer in Americana, who makes his home and place of
business in College Park, Maryland, at 4511 Guildford Road.
Mr. Dykes brought the book to the attention of his friend, Mr.
Howes of US.-iana, and ventured the suggestion that it might be rated as
"excessively rare." Mr. Howes' revised and enlarged edition, with the
amended title: Us. lANA (1650-1950): A Selective Bibliography in which
are described 11,620 Uncommon and Significant Books Relating to the
Continental Portion of the United States, was published in 1962, and The
Train Robber's Career was included as item H 783. Mr. Howes, not
following Mr. Dykes' suggested rating, put the Sam Bass biography in the
class of books which are "quite scarce, obtainable only with some
difficulty," perhaps with the thought that this might bring other copies out
into the open. That was eight years ago, and so far, no other copy has
made its appearance.
Mr. Adams' new edition of Six-Guns and Saddle Leather, revised and
greatly enlarged, came off the University of Oklahoma Press in December
1969, and more than half of page 322 is devoted to item 1067, an
excellent description of John Hullah's biography of Sam Bass. Mr. Adams
rates the book as "Very rare," and states that "On the whole, this is one
of the more reliable books about Bass." His comments end with the
sentence: "The only copy known to me was owned by my late friend
Martin Ismert, of Kansas City, Missouri."
A few weeks ago a Texas friend and collector visited Mr. Dykes,
enjoyed his genial hospitality, and was shown ever so many rare and
valuable items of Americana, including the unique copy of the John Hullah
biography of Sam Bass. This book appealed particularly to the Texan, and
the two bookmen discussed such matters as the monetary value of a book
of which there is only one copy on record; what can the value be measured
against? How is it to be calculated? What is the formula? It all boiled down
to what the potential buyer was willing to pay to the willing seller, and
what the potential seller was willing to accept from the buyer; and with
that, the Texas collector opened up his poke, and poured out gold dust
weighing more than twice that of the book.
Later the new owner of the Hullah biography wondered what would
happen to the high value of his book if another copy should make its
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appearance; suppose two copies or perhaps three were brought to light,
what then? The best he could do, he guessed, was to follow Scarlett
O'Hara when she said, "I'll think of it all tomorrow."
Through the graciousness of this trusting Texas collector, this only
recorded copy of John Hullah's biography of Sam Bass now reposes on
indefinite loan in The Mayfield Library at Syracuse University.
The rural home of the Texas collector is out in the country north of
Dallas, up near the town of Frisco and the place called Little Elm, right in
the middle of the area where Bass and his gang used to hang out, camp,
ride and hide. Talking about Sam Bass recently to a visitor, the Texan told
him, "Even now, once in a while, on a clear, quiet night when the moon
is full, one can hear the hoofbeats of a galloping horse racing through the
oak trees over there, and we all know it's the ghost of Sam Bass, come
back to round up his band, and head off for some mischief somewhere."

Editor's Notes: Efforts to turn up something about John Hullah
of the Chicago Press have not yet produced a single datum.
Does anyone know anything about this fellow?
Mr. Jeff Dykes read a typescript copy of the above piece,
and with his comments, he supplied two bits of interesting
addenda: "My Grandpa Dykes was killed in the Civil War, and
reconstruction days were right rough in Arkansas. My Grandmother stuck it out until 1870, and then she loaded her four
boys in a covered wagon, and moved to Texas. The family
settled on Bear Creek in the Grapevine Prairie area of Tarrant
County. My Dad told the story of four very polite young men
riding fine horses who asked for supper one night, sometime
after dark. Grandmother cooked them the best she had, and
after visiting awhile, they rode off, after giving her a twenty
dollar gold piece, most welcomed. A day or so later, the boys
heard that Sam Bass had been in the neighborhood, and from
the descriptions of the men and horses, they learned the
identity of their supper guests. Dad said Grandmother always
had a kind word for Sam after the visit, and often expressed
the hope that the Texas Rangers wouldn't catch 'that nice
boy.' "
The other bit sent by Mr. Dykes relates the details of the
transaction between Mr. Woodward, the New Hampshire dealer,
and Mr. Martin E. Ismert, the Missouri collector. "Woodward
did not offer the book to Martin," Mr. Dykes wrote, "Martin
called him. Martin was a bloodhound on the trail of rare outlaw
items, and he spotted the Hullah book in the Books for Sale
section of Sol M. Malkin's Antiquarian Bookman. So did I.
Woodward beat Martin to it with a long distance telephone call
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to the owner. I called too. Martin then called Woodward, and
bought the book before Woodward ever saw it. I called
Woodward too-he told me later, one hour after Martin called. I
was always an hour or so behind Martin who was my good
friend and fiercest collecting rival."

Hiram Smith
On August 20th 1814, the subject of this autobiography
first saw the light of day (a Lard-burning Lamp, or a tallow
candle) in the Town of Shelby, Orleans County, State of New
York.
SO READS the first sentence of the unpublished manuscript entitled
A Memoir of the Life of Hiram Smith, written by "the subject" in a small
legible hand in ink on fifty pages of foolscap, all in the very best state of
preservation.
Hiram Smith was a splendid writer, endowed with a gift for details, a
sprinkle of humor, and a bit of moralizing once in a while. This
autobiographical account covers a period of sixty years, from the date of
his birth up to the year 1874.
There is a graphic description of his birthplace and rustic surroundings: a log cabin "about one mile South of what is now Shelby Basin, on
the Erie Canal, about two miles West of Medina, and some nine or ten
years before the Canal was built;" and there are rollicking stories about
making a sled out of a pig's lower jaw, coon hunting, pigeon trapping,
learning to make a violin and play it at the country dances, attending
school, exploring "an old prehistoric Fort," going on trips to New York
City via the Erie Canal, trips all over the central part of the state, and one
journey to Walled Lake in Michigan before his return when he married,
settled in Chautauqua County, and raised his family. Smith farmed for a
while, and then went into the business of manufacturing sash balances, and
later became a designer and builder of houses. His Memoir is unusually
interesting and valuable because he gives the names of many people and
places he knew and visited. All in all it is a fascinating bit of commentary
on Life in Upstate New York in the early part of the nineteenth century.
Of his canal trip to New York City in 1832, Hiram Smith wrote:
"Not being able to take passage on a Packet, I took Hobson's Choice on a
Line Boat, drawn by Horses on a walk instead of a trot; though going
continually night and day by changing Horses. It took over five days to go
my journey. We took our meals in the stern, and lodged in the Bow, which
5

Hiram Smith of Orleans County
(1814-1888)
Native Upstate New Yorker whose manuscript Memoir was recently presented to
Syracuse University by his granddaughter, Miss Edna Crocker Smith.
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was both Sitting Room by day, and a Common Bed Room by night, with
Berths, one above another, on both sides, and for both sexes, though each
kept their own side of the Meeting House. The lights were all put out, and.
when going over Weigh Scales, and through Locks, with the trembling and
bumping of the Boat against the sides, and the gurgling of the many waters
of the 'Raging Canal,' seemed like going through the dark and cleansing
process of Purgatory. I always felt better when daylight came. And to
relieve the monotony, and for exercize, we would take passage in imitation
of the Horses, on the Tow Path; but not on all fours."
In 1874 Hiram Smith and his family were living in Jamestown, New
York, in a house he had built nearly forty years before; and here the
manuscript regrettably closes off. No part is missing. This is just where
Hiram Smith stopped writing. It is known however that after his wife's
death in 1874, Hiram Smith lived with various members of the family, for
a while in East Bradford, Pennsylvania, and finally in Olean, New York,
where he died on 14 September 1888. Wherever he was known, he was
greatly respected.
The original manuscript of A Memoir of the Life of Hiram Smith,
certainly worthy of the most careful preservation and study, was presented
to Syracuse University a few weeks ago by the thoughtful granddaughter of
"the subject," Miss Edna Crocker Smith, a most gracious Octogenarian
Lady living over in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, who also supplied a good deal
of information about her grandparent not included in the autobiographical
account. Miss Smith's nephew's wife, Mrs. Frederick Crocker Smith, Jr.
(Marmae Massey Smith), of Houston, Texas, added a genealogical memorandum on Hiram Smith's family and ancestors which goes back to the early
days of the eighteenth century in Connecticut, and this is excellent
material to have along with the original manuscript of the Memoir.
Nearby appears a reproduction of an original photograph of Hiram
Smith, also sent by Miss Smith to be kept with the manuscript. It was
taken toward the end of his life by his wife's nephew, Mortimer L. Smith,
amateur photographer, talented artist, and well-known architect of Detroit,
Michigan, whose father, Sheldon Smith, from Chautauqua County, New
York, founded the firm in Detroit which is today known as Smith,
Hinchman and Grylls, Inc., designers of Dodge and Chrysler plants, and
many office and bank buildings and residences in Detroit.
Later this year the manuscript of Hiram Smith's Memoir will be
included in an exhibition of selected materials to be placed on display at
the Joseph I. Lubin House of Syracuse University, 11 East 61 Street, New
York City.
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"Book collecting is an incomparably exciting sport; the chase and acquisition of a rare
volume is an adventure," Sir Frank Francis said to Chancellor John E. Corbally Jr., as
they examined an exhibit of Swinburne materials in The Mayfield Library when Sir
Frank was on Campus 2 October last.
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A Note about John E. Scopes
THERE ARE LOTS OF RULES AND REGULATIONS, commandments, amenities, and standards of conduct, and things taken-for-granted in
the gentle art of book collecting and the rough-and-tumble business of rare
book selling which one may never find written or printed anywhere, but
which nonetheless, a person on either side of the fence is expected to abide
by and observe. These rules and regulations, and so forth, have been in the
making and accumulating since Man first learned to cheat his Fellow Man,
and then go around gloating how he had outsmarted the other individual.
The following is a little story about something which should not have
been done.
One of the most interesting books about Books to appear in this
country within the past two decades was The Adventures of a Treasure
Hunter: A Rare Bookman in Search of American History. The author was
Charles P. Everitt, a New York City bookseller who did not live to see his
manuscript in print since his death occurred in early 1951 while the book
was in the process of being produced. He was born in 1873, and had been
in the book business for sixty years.
Everitt had the reputation-and he relished it-of being an eccentric,
pungent, salty character, out to make a fast buck. There was little or no
culture in his make-up, but he was an old timer in the business, and knew
lots of people far and wide. The Adventures is replete with anecdotes
which emphasize Everitt's sharpness, his shrewdness, and his keen ability to
skin the other fellow, be he customer, friend, or fellow dealer in the field
of rare books and Americana. Everitt was not at all hesitant about piling
praise upon his own astuteness. From reading the book, one gets the
impression that he was a coarse, know-it-all descendant of Little Jack
Horner.
In Everitt's book there is one anecd"ote in particular which is a fine
example of something a person should not do. It is especially distasteful
for it could have led to dire results. Fortunately it did not.
Here is the yarn Everitt spun:
Among my closest bookseller friends is John Scopes, of
Albany, one of the dozen greatest living Americana dealers in
the world. On one occasion I spent several hours with him and
turned up a number of very nice rarities. As I was catching my
breath, I glanced idly at a ten-cent counter near the door,
which I know is always a waste of time. For some reason or
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other I picked up a little 16mo entitled Life of Louis Tarascon.
It said nothing to me, but I riffled the pages with one motion,
as I always do, and the word "Oregon" jumped out at me.
I solemnly handed John Scopes a dime. "Oh, the hell with
that," said he.
"No," I said, "the price is a dime, and a dime it is."
On the train coming down the Hudson I was finally
reduced to reading my ten-cent book. It developed that Louis
Tarascon was a man who lived in Louisville before the Civil
War, and he had a land scheme for colonizing Oregon.
On my next visit from Henry R. Wagner, the great
bibliographer of the West, I had brother Tarascon lying on my
desk.
His eyes lit up with no attempt at concealment, and he
actually seemed rather relieved when I consented to sell him
the book for $250.
It is quite permissible for everyone to brag a little once in a while.
Everybody does it, and there are untold instances of book collectors and
dealers experiencing unusual discoveries and making extraordinarily profitable purchases. But it is a flagrant violation of the Code of Amenities to
relate such a story and reveal the name of the unsuspecting person from
whom the item was acquired. It was not necessary nor desirable that
Everitt include the name of the Albany dealer. It added nothing to the
story, and it gave the impression that Everitt thought Scopes was ignorant
and stupid, whereas Scopes was anything but that. He was the gentleman.
Everitt's story would have been just as effective if he had omitted the
name of his close friend. The inclusion of Scopes' name convicts Everitt of
reprehensible and unsavory conduct.
The enjoyment is in discovering, in recognizing, and in acquiring a
real bargain-what is termed a "find" or a "sleeper"-and also, in telling
about it (modestly, if possible), but one should not reveal (with or without
derision) the name of the innocent individual who let it slip away from
him. To expose such a person, be he learned or less, is just not right. As
the Irish down in East Texas say, "It ain't kosher." So, a pox on Everitt
for this story about John Scopes.
The Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at Syracuse University
knew Mr. Scopes for many years, visited him in Albany many times, and
was privileged to buy many books from the shelves along the walls at 23
Steuben Street, and later in the brownstone at 268 State.
A few months before Mr. Scopes' death in February of last year, the
Curator, steamed up from a re-reading of Everitt's book, fired off a note to
Mr. Scopes, giving his opinion of the shabby story the "Treasure Hunter"
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had told about him. From Mr. Scopes came the following most generous
reply:
I well remember the occasion of Charlie Everitt's visit to
my Steuben Street retail shop. After the usual friendly
greetings, I led him to a large back room where he browsed
through a large glass enclosed book case containing about forty
to 50 thousand dollars worth of rarities, priced many but
bought nothing, excepting the Louis Tarascon from my ten-eent
counter, which he insisted on paying for, and departed after
about a half hour visit. When his book came out, and I read his
exaggerated account of his visit to my shop I was more amused
than incensed. During my frequent visits to the New York City
auctions, I often made purchases from Charlie when he was
associated with Adolph Stager (The Cadmus Book Shop), and
later when he was in the employ of Dauber & Pine. I had
constant need of run-of-the-mine Americana to feed my
frequently issued lists, and my frequent visits to the auctions
secured many higher priced items somewhat below the
Rosenbach and Lathrop Harper competition.
Subtracting the ego, Everitt certainly produced a most
interesting book. Outsmarting the dealer and the collector
seemed to be a way of life with him. All in all, he was a
likeable fellow, and had many friends in the book world.
If there is a special Hereafter for book dealers, all in one place
regardless of the tint of their mortal personalities, then Charles P. Everitt
and John E. Scopes are there together, joshing and joking and reminiscing
about the good old times, John being more amused than incensed at
Charlie's braggadocio. Maybe they even talk about Louis Tarascon.

A Note about David Claypoole Johnston
By David Tatham
DAVID CLAYPOOLE JOHNSTON (1798-1865) was the first
American comic artist to have a sustained and popular career. In the art
world of ante-bellum America, there was no one like him, and it is
puzzling, if not quite mysterious, that we have not heard more about him.
Perhaps now that nineteenth century American art is enjoying a lively
revival of interest, and the lesser old masters are being dusted off and
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carried down from the attic, the time has come to take a closer look at
him.
From about 1825 to 1850, D. C. Johnston was the outstanding
comic artist of New England in painting and in the graphic arts. He was the
first natively-trained American to master with distinction all the various
graphic arts processes of lithography, etching, metal plate engraving, and
wood engraving. He used these skills to amuse his contemporaries by
poking fun at a vast range of subjects; the beef-witted and the pea-brained
were his special domain, particularly in the guises of lady author, militia
officer, art connoisseur, and tavern squiff. Underlying this pictorial humor
was Johnston's skill as a comic writer-only with James Thurber a century
later was there another American caricaturist who was also a prose stylist
of note. Johnston's contemporary admirers included such diverse critics as
the English caricaturist George Cruikshank, the American sculptor Horatio
Greenough, the editors of the august and austere North American Review,
and Louisa May Alcott.
He was born at Philadelphia in 1798, and at about age fifteen was
apprenticed to an engraver. After some adventurous forays into a variety of
trades including acting and caricature design (including some etchings for
books), he moved in 1825 to join the Boston Theatre Company and
remained a resident of that city thereafter. His first season at the Boston
Theatre was his last (an opening night critic implied that as printmakers go,
Johnston was a fair actor) and he "cut the boards" in order to "cut
copper." His early efforts included on the one hand a series of rather
routine stipple frontispiece portraits for books published by Thomas
Bedlington and on the other, some original caricatures for comic literature.
He alternated between workaday printmaking and comic art for most of
the rest of his life.
In 1831 the American Comic Annual and Aurora Borealis appeared,
each book lavishly illustrated-by the standards of the day-with Johnston
etchings and wood cuts. In the ensuing years, the writings of Shakespeare,
Cervantes, Pope, Cowper, Mrs. Trollope, Fanny Kemble, and Dr. J. K.
Spurzheim, among other Europeans, served as sources for Johnston's satiric
pictorial inventions. However, only in the case of one of the above
(Cervantes' Don Quijote) was Johnston requested by a publisher to provide
illustrations. In the other cases Johnston's pictures were separately
published by himself. Illustrations for books of American authors were a
different matter. Johnston's comic touch enlivened the writings of
numerous Americans, almost all of whom are now forgotten with their
works.
Johnston's first efforts at book illustration had elicited from authors
and publishers enough high praise to make any young artist gleeful. His
etchings for Micah Hawkins' The Dancing Master (N. Y. 1824) so delighted
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the author that he arranged for Johnston to provide illustrations for Dr.
Ebenezer Mack's The Cat-Fight (N. Y. 1824). Hawkins wrote to Johnston
on 14 February 1824, "I immediately presented your drawing to Dr. Mack,
the Author; tho' scarcely able to raise his head from his pillow, yet such an
exhilarating effect had it on his senses, he bolted upright in bed, exclaiming
most enthusiastically, 'I will shortly write to Mr. Johnston, gratefully
acknowleging [sic] to him the honor he does my muse'." (The letter is in
the collections of the American Antiquarian Society.) Only the rudiments
of Johnston's mature style may be seen in these early places but Dr.
Mack's ardor is understandable for he and others recognized in Johnston's
etchings the first glimmerings of a native tradition of comic illustration.
However much it sprang from the British caricature tradition of James
Gillray, Thomas Rowlandson, and George Cruikshank, Johnston's work
centered on American life with a robust exuberance that matched the
mood of the young nation.
The mood of the young nation was rather sour in 1832 toward Mrs.
Frances Trollope, an Englishwoman whose Domestic Manners of the
Americans had just appeared, in which she noxiously recounted her
recently completed residence and travels in the United States. Her
contumelious affronts-which seem rather tame now-were particularly
riling since they came from a woman and a feminist to boot. The press
responded with howls of indignation. Johnston joined the chorus by
etching a suite of comic vignettes based on passages from Domestic
Manners and published them under the title Trollopania. His humor was
unusually harsh, and in viewing this work one begins to feel some
compassion for the lady until one remembers that Johnston was hitting at
the book rather than the author. He felt that her chief disservice was to
literature rather than to the nation's pride.
Johnston's keen and continuous interest in literature is explained in
part by his family background. His parents were devotees of dramatic
literature and his aunt, Susanna Haswell Rowson, was the author of
Charlotte Temple which in the 1790s became the nation's first fiction best
seller. Ironically, while the most bookish city in America nurtured this
interest of Johnston's, Boston's literary aristocracy had a very limited
enthusiasm for the visual arts, and there seem to have been no exchanges
between Johnston and the major Massachusetts authors except for an
endorsement he sent to Henry David Thoreau commending him on his
pencils. No reply is recorded.
Throughout the 1830s, Johnston's wit and etching needle were busy
in the service of book illustration and whenever possible, he supervised the
printing of his plates. Writing in 1837 to the Philadelphia publisher who
was preparing Joseph C. Neal's Charcoal Sketches for the press (the letter is
in the manuscript collections of the Rare Book Room of the Boston Public
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II

Johnston's Cover Design for The Schoolmaster, Boston, 1839
From Mr. David Tatham's Collection of Sheet Music

Library), Johnston expressed his concern about the printing of his copper
plate etchings: "Printers are apt to think that any lad in the shop can print
etchings. I wish you to examine the face of any of the worthies ... [and]
you will be convinced that unless every touch of the etching needle be
printed, the character and expression must be destroyed. The plates are
required to be printed as well as those of the annuals and with good ink.
Common American black can almost be blown off the paper as soon as the
impression is dry. Cream colored paper ... is preferable to white if you
can get it of sufficiently good quality."
With the plates for Charcoal Sketches (printed on yellow paper) and
other books of the late 1830s and early 1840s, Johnston reached the
zenith of his career as an illustrator. By this time his skill as a
draughtsman-he was self-taught-had caught up with his sense of humor.
The etchings for Charcoal Sketches and those for World of Wonders
(Boston, 1838), Yankee Notions (Boston, 1838), and Daw's Doings
(Boston, 1842), stand together with his Scraps series and his many
lithographs and wood engravings to constitute the best body of American
comic illustration of the first half of the nineteenth century.
Some of the richest and most complex of his conceptions were
inspired by the literature for which he had no commissions. Often he
would convert some essence of a favorite passage to a line drawing, and use
it to comment on another passage from another author. One illustration
served to draw ironic, satiric, and mocking parallels between, for example,
Shakespeare and Mrs. Trollope. The best of these pictorial comments on
literature appeared as etched vignettes in Scraps, Johnston's comic annual,
of which nine numbers were published between 1828 and 1849. Scraps
provided Johnston with an opportunity to interpret and illustrate authors
with whom he had not been asked to collaborate-Washington Irving, for
example, whose writings he admired. As a consequence there are in Scraps
No. 7 (1837), two gratuitous illustrations of passages from Irving's
Knickerbocker's History of New-York. Of course, Johnston's independence
also allowed him to illustrate with a vengeance those writings he did not
like. In 1835 he issued a signature of eight pages in wrappers as gratuitous
and uncharitable illustrations to Frances Ann Kemble's Journal which
succeeded Mrs. Trollope's Domestic Manners in offensiveness to American
pride. Each of Johnston's plates was designed to be snipped out and pasted
onto a specified page of the noted actress's first book of revelations.
Stylistically, D. C. Johnston's book illustrations are in the manner of
George Cruikshank, though usually specifically American in content and in
the character of the humor. Early in his career Johnston borrowed from
Cruikshank-there was no better model at the time-but the personalities of
the two men were different. Like Cruikshank, Johnston preferred the
medium of etching for the small scale of book illustration-American books
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in the 1820s and 1830s were typically duodecimo, sexto-decimo, or
smaller-but by the mid-1840s the arrival of newer and cheaper processes
of graphic reproduction, the demand for larger runs of books, and the
increase in book page size made etching an expensive and otherwise
impractical medium for publishers. For these and other reasons Johnston's
output as a book illustrator declined sharply in the 1840s, and he devoted
more time to teaching, establishing two of the earliest commercial art
school programs in America, one of them an evening school in mechanical
drawing.
In 1861 the aged Lucius Manlius Sargent's final satiric poem, The
Ballad of the Abolition Blunder-buss, moved the aging Johnston to design
some of his best illustrations, wryly ridiculing Massachusetts politicians, the
emotionalism of Abolitionism, Ralph Waldo Emerson's reaction to Walt
Whitman, and an assortment of other matters. Johnston's laughing and
lively imagination did not fail him though by this time changes in popular
taste left his new work little noticed. In 1863 he made some excellent Civil
War caricatures. In November 1865 he died, respected as a citizen and
teacher but only slightly remembered as a comic artist.
D. C. Johnston's Jacksonian robustness was out of joint with the
genteel tastes of the Gilded Age and he has remained virtually in oblivion
since then, despite the good notices of Clarence Brigham, Sinclair
Hamilton, and William Murrell. The more refractory historians of the
illustrated book in America have tended to start with F. O. C. Darley
(1822-1888) and his generation in handing out honors. One reason that
Johnston's work has not received more attention is that in the main the
books he illustrated are not of significance as American literature.
Moreover, some of his best illustrations are in Scraps rather than in the
books they illustrate. Still, when Johnston's work is at last assembled and
reproduced for all to see, his originality of design and exuberance of spirit
will require a reassessment of all ideas about the origins and progress of
American book illustrations.
Those who wish to know more of D. C. Johnston should begin with
Clarence Brigham's biographical sketch in the Proceedings of the American
Antiquarian Society for April 1940. Johnston's droll autobiographical
sketch for William Dunlap's History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of
Design in the United States (1834) makes up for its paucity of facts by
granting a glimpse of the artist's rich personality. William Murrell's A
History of American Graphic Humor, (Vol. 1, 1933) contains several
informative references to the artist but some misattributions as well.
Sinclair Hamilton's Early American Book Illustrators, 1670-1870, (2 vols.,
1958, 1968) notes many of Johnston's illustrations for periodicals. The
various writings of Frank Weitenkampf on American political caricature
note some of Johnston's many separately published prints. The Imprint
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Society's edition of Mrs. Trollope's Domestic Manners (Barre, Mass., 1969)
uses Johnston's Trollopania vignettes throughout as chapter head
decorations.
The Mayfield Library of Syracuse University has begun a collection
of books with illustrations by David Claypoole Johnston, and will
gratefully receive any examples of the work of this most interesting artist.
Editor's Note: Mr. Tatham's check list of books illustrated by
Johnston will appear in the next issue of The Courier.

Studebaker's First Electric
By Howard L. Applegate
ON FEBRUARY 16, 1852 Henry and Clement Studebaker of South
Bend, Indiana went into business together to shoe horses and repair and
build wagons. Their assets consisted of two sets of blacksmith and forge
tools and $68 in cash. During their first year of business, the brothers built
two wagons. One, a green and red standard farm wagon with straight oak
sides with iron hinges and hickory spoked wheels, they sold for $175. The
second was a light farm wagon made for a widow who paid them in
produce. This was not a very auspicious start for an enterprise that later
became one of the world's largest manufacturers of wheeled vehicles.
During the period 1852 to 1902 the Studebaker wagon works
developed into one of the nation's most important businesses. The growth
of Studebaker parallelled the development of America. During the 1850's
many Studebaker wagons transported gold-rushers to California. By 1857
Studebaker made its first fine carriage and had received its first government
contract for army wagons designed for use on frontier stations. The
durability of such vehicles broadened the already solid Studebaker
reputation and by 1862 the brothers received the first of many Union
Army contracts to supply standard wagons, gun caissons, meat and
ammunition wagons and ambulances. Reports of Confederate raiding party
officers often enthusiastically reported the acquisition of "needed
Studebakers." Studebaker's main sale of non-agricultural vehicles during the
period 1866-1890 was to westward pioneers, the United States Army for
frontier use, and various western businesses like Utah salt companies,
Nevada mining firms and California coach companies. When General George
Armstrong Custer separated himself from his supplies at the Little Big
Horn, the supply wagons were of Studebaker manufacture.
War contracts continued to be a large source of Studebaker business.
The firm supplied ambulances and quartermaster wagons for the United
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States Army in the Spanish-American War, for the British Army as well as
the Boer settlers of South Africa in the Boer War and for the British Army
for use in China against the Boxer Rebellion in 1900.
The reputation of Studebaker carriages also became nationwide. The
carriage used by President Abraham Lincoln to convey him to Ford's
Theatre was a Studebaker. Presidents Ulysses S. Grant, Benjamin Harrison
and William McKinley had Studebaker carriages as the official White House
vehicles. In 1889 Harrison outfitted the Presidential fleet with three
carriages, two wagons and accessories, all of Studebaker manufacture, at a
cost of $7075.
As the Studebaker Brothers were one of the world's largest producers
of quality horse drawn carriages and vehicles, it was inevitable that they
should become interested in the newly invented automobile. The
Studebakers realized that this invention would have a substantial effect on
the future of their business. Con~equently, in the spring of 1897, they built
an experimental "horseless vehicle." Two years later the Studebakers were
building bodies for an electric runabout marketed by another company.
The company had mixed interest in the horseless carriage business.
On February 14, 1900 Clement Studebaker moved as follows: "Resolved,
that this Company do not go into the manufacture of Automobiles, but
give their entire energy and time to making horse vehicles." The motion
failed 1-6. Company board minutes indicate that throughout 1900 the
directors discussed many times the advisability of going into the automobile business without any noted decision or action.
Five years of research and experimentation on electric vehicles and
three years of manufacturing electric runabout bodies for other firms
convinced some of the Studebaker directors that the auto was here to stay
and that they should assume a pioneering role in auto manufacturing. In
1902 Studebaker began to manufacture their own electric vehicles and the
first runabout was sold on February 12, 1902 to F. W. Blecs of Macon,
Missouri, four days before the company was 50 years old. Twenty electric
vehicles were sold in 1902.
On May 1, 1902, after having been in the auto business for less than
three months, director Frederick Fish moved that a first class man be
employed to run the auto business, that the company complete and market
the 200 electric units then under construction, and in the meantime, either
expand or discontinue the auto business. The motion carried with Directors
H. D. Johnson and Clement Studebaker, Jr. voting in the negative. Not
until November 12, 1902, however, did the directors agree to let the
executive committee determine the fate of the company's auto division,
provided that George M. Studebaker agreed with the Executive Committee
decision. By 1904, the auto division had developed into the Studebaker
Automobile Company and one of the nation's greatest carriage makers
entered a new period of its corporate history.
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The first Studebaker automobile catalog [1902] noted, "We have not
been indifferent to the introduction of the horseless carriage. We have not,
however, believed that it would be wise on our part or good faith toward
the public to push upon the market an imperfect or immature product.
The course that we have pursued has been to make a systematic and
thorough study of the whole situation. We have for years kept advised of
the introduction of every motor vehicle of promise in this country and
abroad. We have expended a large amount of time and money in
experimentation and research conducted for us by experts, in order that
the machine of our adoption should be such that we could recommend and
not discredit our standing in the vehicle world." The Studebakers planned
five electric models for 1902-a trap, two runabouts and two stanhopes.
The engineering features of the Studebaker electrics were generally
patterned on the latest automotive standards of the day, although some
important and pioneering innovations were made. The company advertised
the new models as "conservative," which was absolutely correct as the
electrics were square, small and dark and followed carriage design principles
very carefully. One writer has observed, incorrectly I think, that the 1902
Studebakers were not beautiful to human eyes used to horse-drawn models.
In fact, the trap and runabouts looked much like the regular Studebaker
road wagons.
The bodies of the Studebaker Electrics were the result of eight years
of internal research on both horse-drawn and horseless carriages and the
techniques of propulsion. The chassis had a wheelbase of 61 inches, ground
clearance of 29 inches and average weight of 1350 pounds. The body
length was 73 inches, body width 29 inches and seat width 33 inches. The
low-slung bodies were easily accessible. The manufacturer stated that
"perfect ventilation is provided to allow fumes to escape when charging."
The seats were comfortable and roomy for the day and appointed with
quality leather, cloth or whipcord. All the bodies were painted black, with
the gears dark green or red.
The bodies looked like horse-drawn wagons and carriages except that
there was a proliferation of gadgets and gears on the sides and
undercarriage and the models came equipped with 30 X 3 inch double tube
pneumatic tires. The track from the center of the front tire to the center
of the rear tire was 54 inches. Customers could order regular closed
stanhope or loose curtained buggy tops for all models except the stick seat
runabout. The models did not have a horn, but were equipped with a foot
operated warning bell to alert bystanders, pedestrians and horse drawn
vehicles. While gears, gadgets, tires and motor differentiated the electric
from carriages, the Studebaker dashboard, sidelamps, seats, fenders, springs
and removable leather tops followed standard carriage-making patterns and
designs. Thus this Studebaker model was a compromise between the rural
and the urban America.
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The manufacturers equipped the vehicles with one standard
Westinghouse Vehicle Motor. Studebaker stated that their newly designed
differential on the rear axle precluded the use of two small motors. The
Westinghouse motor produced greater power even at slow speeds than
preceding motors by taking better advantage of small increases in current.
The motor was suspended over the spring thus providing better shock
absorption and such equalization of the weight permitted better tire wear.
The engineering concept for the battery was based on the principle
that long life and serviceability with adequate capacity was better than
extremely high capacity with short life, frequent troubles and costly
repairs. The 24 celled battery was moved from its regular location over the
engine to a position under a boot in the rear of the seat so that acid
droppings would fall on the road and not on the motor as in other
electrics, thus preventing the possibility of damage. The batteries could be
cared for without removal from the battery compartment, not necessarily
true of electric models sold by competitors. A battery of greater capacity
could be ordered at an extra charge. The fully charged battery was capable
of taking a vehicle and two passengers 40 miles before recharging was
necessary. The four-speed controller permitted the driver to choose speeds
of three, five, nine and thirteen miles an hour on level surface with two
passengers.
The Studebaker steering apparatus was a left hand side lever. The
manufacturers adopted this type of steering device in preference to a
centered steering lever because 1) experience showed that left side levers
provided better operator control, 2) a knuckle joint permitted the lever to
be sprung back to permit better ingress and egress and 3) the tubular lever
was specially strengthened at the knuckle joint connection.
Other features of the first Studebaker electrics included: roller chain
transmission, a foot-operated power cut-out emergency switch that also
operated as an anti-theft device by removing the handle making the vehicle
inoperative, a battery energy indicator that noted the exact amount of
battery energy rather than the somewhat vague ammeter and volt meter,
originally designed gear system superior both in engineering and for the
promotion of durability and riding comfort, elliptical leaf springs, and
regular band rear axle foot operated brakes and emergency brake foot lever
directly connected to the motor shaft.
Each vehicle was equipped with one tire pump, one quick tire repair
outfit, one set of tire removers, one charging plug with a 15-foot cable, one
combination axle cap and axle nut wrench and one combination general
purpose wrench.
When the production of electrics was discontinued in 1912, a total of
1841 Studebaker electric vehicles had been produced and sold.
This little-known story of the first Studebaker electrics has been
written from the original records of the company, which were given to
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Syracuse University in 1968 by Studebaker-Worthington, Inc. The
Corporate Records of The Studebaker Corporation are now being processed
and will be available to scholars upon completion of the inventory. All
requests for use of the material should be addressed to Curator of
Manuscripts, George Arents Research Library, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, New York 13210.
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No Comment

IN

A RECENT
City "bibliophile" and
"horrified when he was
he owns," and quoted
book is to read it."

issue of the Washington, D. C. Post, a New York
"dealer in rare books" was reported as being
asked if he were in the habit of reading the books
him as saying: "The worst thing you can do to a

Man's Best Hope on Earth
May I be no man's enemy, and may I be the friend of that which is
eternal and abides. May I never devise evil against any man; if any devise
evil against me, may I escape, without the need of hurting him. May I love,
seek, and attain only that which is good. May I wish for all men's
happiness and envy none. When I have done or said what is wrong, may I
never wait for the rebuke of others, but always rebuke myself until I make
amends. May I win no victory that harms either me or my opponent. May
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I reconcile friends who are wroth with one another. May I, to the extent
of my power, give all needful help to all who are in want. May I never fail
a friend in danger. May I respect myself. May I always keep tame that
which rages within me. May I never discuss who is wicked and what wicked
things he has done, but know good men and follow in their footsteps.

-E.

Two Tributes to Edward Corsi
The George Arents Research Library has published a
register of the Edward Corsi Papers which were presented to
the Library by Mrs. Corsi following his death in 1965. The
papers, dating from 1918 to 1965, contain source information
and provide insight into Mr. Corsi's work with the foreign-born
at Haarlem House, later renamed LaGuardia House, in New
York City's East Harlem, his tenure as United States Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization and the reforms he
instituted at Ellis Island, and his contributions as chairman of
the Social Welfare Committee of the New York State Constitutional Convention in 1937.
Below are tributes to Edward Corsi by two men who
knew him well as friend and as colleague in public life, John P.
Lomenzo, Secretary of State of the State of New York, and
Dean Alfange, attorney, of New York City.

By John P. Lomenzo

T

he story is told of a young man, eloquently articulate, who was
invited to demonstrate his oratorical ability to those charged by the
then-powerful Tammany Hall with setting up a speakers' bureau. Speakers
thus selected would go on the payroll of Tammany, the unofficial but
controlling organization of the Democratic Party of New York City, to
campaign for its candidates for political office.
Some 50 men tried out for the assignments, each speaking five
minutes from a prepared text on a political subject. One, appearing just
before the eloquently articulate young man already referred to, leveled
damaging charges against Charles Whitman, the Republican candidate for
Governor.
When it came his turn to speak, Ed Corsi, the articulate young man,
turned his eloquence to a defense of Mr. Whitman. Incensed by what he
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believed to be the unfairness of the charges brought by the previous
speaker, Ed threw away his prepared text and ad-libbed a rebuttal with a
delivery reputed to be so florid as to have put a John Calhoun to shame.
Needless to say, Ed Corsi didn't get the job with Tammany's
speakers' bureau. But he had adhered to the admonition-to thine own self
be true-whiCh marked his full and fruitful life. He was typically honest,
typically emotional, typically and eloquently articulate.
The episode of the Tammany speech antedated my friendship with
Ed Corsi by many years but it had certain similarities to the occasion when
I first met him. Ed had come to my home town of Rochester to address a
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce and delivered, as usual, an
outstanding speech. In the course of his remarks, he referred periodically to
a small sheaf of notes he had placed on the podium in front of him.
As a young lawyer, I had tremendous admiration for Ed's style and
the obvious organization of his speech. It occurred to me that he might let
me see his notes as an example to me of how to outline a speech.
Upon being introduced to Ed, I put my question to him. He smiled
and rather sheepishly showed me the notes to which he had referred during
the course of his speech. They were all blank.
I looked quizzical, I suppose, and Ed, with an air that was half
apologetic, explained.
"I never actually use notes," he said, "although I always appear to. I
do this because I feel that if I did not seem to have written notes to which
I can refer during my speech, the audience will think that I have not made
the proper preparations.
"Of course," he continued, "I certainly never am unprepared to make
a speech, but I feel much more comfortable speaking without either a text
or notes."
It seems to me that this, as with the Tammany Hall episode many
years earlier, clearly illustrates not only the ease with which Ed Corsi
spoke, out of a sure knowledge of his subject, but also the honesty of his
approach. And this applied not only to his public speaking but to his
private associations with people.
An interest in people and a regard for their concerns, as well as an
unabashed pride in his Italian heritage and a fervent patriotism for his
adopted home land, were among the hallmarks of Ed Corsi's character as I
knew it. He was happiest, I think, when surrounded by friends and
acquaintances with whom he could enjoy an exchange of ideas, discussing a
limitless range of subjects.
I remember, on a visit to the Corsi country home at Roxbury in the
Catskills, that I was among some twenty guests-friends of Ed, of
course-selected for a three-day weekend because of the diversity of our
personalities and interests. Ed compelled us to live together during these
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three days and, out of our protracted discussions and arguendo, led on by
our host-a subtle moderator-we developed an increased respect for our
companions and a clearer understanding of their views. In retrospect, I
would have to call it one of the most enlightening and satisfying occasions
in my memory-a lesson in tolerance, a model in miniature of the best in
the human relationship.
There was another such time at Roxbury when the assembled guests
had been alerted to expect something special from our genial host. Since
this was a stag gathering, it seemed possible that the surprise might consist
of some amusing entertainment. Instead, the Corsi touch was reflected in
the appearance of a Catholic Bishop from Brooklyn, recently returned from
the Second Ecumenical Council, and fully prepared to discuss its results.
All of us, Protestant, Catholic and Jew alike in the group, found it an
edifying and even entertaining experience and the talk lasted far into the
night. Even so, all of us were on hand next morning to attend the Mass
celebrated by the Bishop in the Roxbury church.
Ed Corsi, who served Presidents, Governors and Mayors in various
public offices, has been described as "a dreamer in a world of practical
men who never lost his hope for a better world for all peoples." The
description is accurate, I believe.
Ed Corsi would be deeply troubled by events these days in the world
and in his beloved adopted homeland. But he would waste no time in
hand-wringing over failures past or present.
In the way of some others who have dreamed, he too saw things as
they never were and asked why not.
And, having asked, set out to find the answer.
For Ed Corsi was a doer as well as a dreamer, and his achievements
for people and for principles continue to stand big and beautiful. This land,
and indeed, the world, could ill afford his early and untimely loss. To
those of us privileged to have been his friend, there can be no other who
looms quite so large in influence for the best that is in us.

By Dean Alfange
Edward Corsi, like Norman Thomas, lived at least three decades
ahead of his time. That was his personal tragedy, but it was also America's
good fortune. He foresaw the inevitability of far-reaching advances in social
justice and racial equality and had the courage to blaze the paths which
lesser and more timid men were later forced to follow.
Ed Corsi stood head and shoulders above nearly all his political
contemporaries. Yet that again turned out to be a personal misfortune, for
politicians feared and suspected him as they are always fearful and
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suspicious of independent men with the gift of intellect and the power to
articulate their ideas.
No one could spend an evening with Ed Corsi, and it was my
privilege to enjoy many of them, and leave without a sense of intellectual
stimulation and, more often than not, without a stirring challenge to go
out and do something worthwhile. He was a truly magnificent human
being-logical, inspirational, a scholar and a man of action.
Born in poverty and nurtured in adversity, he got his first glimpse of
America through the iron gates of Ellis Island at the tender age of ten. Yet
scarcely two-and-one-half decades later he was to preside over the Gateway
to America as United States Commissioner of Immigration by appointment
of President Hoover. Such is the saga of America.
I recall a fascinating story Ed Corsi told me about that unexpected
appointment. Exploitation and corruption were running riot at Ellis Island
and his name, among others, was submitted to the President as one
competent to do a thorough-going clean-up job. He entertained no hope of
being appointed because he was told by knowledgeable politicians that the
President would never name a foreign-born American, of all places, to the
post of Immigration Commissioner.
Then, one day he received a call from Mr. Doak, the Secretary of
Labor, to report to him in Washington. It was the winter of 1931 and
America was in the throes of deep depression. He could hardly afford the
railroad fare and the idea of being offered the job seemed utterly fantastic,
but he went.
Shortly after his arrival, and to his complete surprise, Mr. Doak took
him to the White House to meet the President. Mr. Hoover, however, was
sullen and gave no indication of his intentions, and after a brief exchange
he was asked to step into the corridor. A moment later Mr. Doak, a gruff
former labor leader, the type that never minced words, strutted out of the
President's office, walked toward the nervous Corsi and in a loud voice
asked "Hey young feller where were you born?" Ed Corsi's heart sank.
That finished it. He remembered the advice of the knowledgeable
politicians as he meekly murmured "In Italy, Sir." "All right, you may go
now," snapped Doak and with that Ed Corsi began his grim trek home.
The few dollars he badly needed were spent in vain.
When he arrived at Pennsylvania Station he was melancholy and
despondent. What was he to say to the starving poor who were waiting for
a word of hope at the scheduled meeting that night at Haarlem House. As
he walked towards Times Square in a contemplative mood he was attracted
by the electrically lighted moving letters on the Times Square Building. It
was dark and they stood out brightly. Following a report of another plunge
in the stock market he saw these words come across: "President Hoover
today appointed Edward Corsi Commissioner of Immigration at Ellis
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Island." Those words marked the beginning of a notable career in public
service.
During his tenure as Commissioner he humanized the rigid regulations
and the cold and harsh procedures that had made Ellis Island look like a
detention camp for prisoners. He drove out the racketeers who exploited
the immigrant and created an image of America as a place of hope and
hospitality for all who came to our shores seeking refuge or opportunity.
Edward Corsi's whole life was devoted to helping the underprivileged
and infusing them with a sense of dignity. Politics was only a means to
that end. In 1934 the American family was crumbling under the impact of
the great depression. Fiorello LaGuardia was Mayor of New York and he
needed help and the man he went to was Edward Corsi. He made him
Director of Home Relief which meant responsibility for the more than
two-hundred-thousand families in New York City that were in dire distress.
But Ed Corsi did more than provide food and clothing for these
unfortunates. He added a new dimension to the administration of welfare.
He helped demoralized people to regain self-respect without which no
family can survive. The break-down of the present Welfare system is due in
no small measure to our failure to adopt his precept that the dignity of the
human being is more important than the handout.
Perhaps the most significant and surely the most lasting of Ed Corsi's
contributions to America was the role he played in the New York State
Constitutional Convention to which he was elected as a delegate at large in
1937. As Chairman of the Convention's Social Welfare Committee he
sponsored and successfully promoted the basic civil rights provisions of the
new Constitution which enabled the State Legislature to enact, over the
next thirty years, the labor and social welfare measures that brought such
renown to New York State.
This was not an easy task, for in 1937 only a few could foresee the
dimensions of the impending social revolution which was soon to change
the face of America. It took giants, men like Al Smith and Ed Corsi who
lived ahead of their time, to storm the ramparts of stand-pat conservatism.
It took work and sweat along with logic and eloquence to shatter the
opposition of the vested interests and their spokesmen in both major
parties.
Ed Corsi's achievements in the area of advanced social legislation
loom even larger when one considers that New York State provided the
example to so many other states and, in no small measure, to the Federal
Government. In this sense, his influence transcended State boundaries and
became truly national. And the future historian must take his name into
account, along with the likes of George Norris, Robert LaFollette and Al
Smith, as being among those pioneers whose perseverance and unswerving
devotion to principle gave birth to the present-day American liberal
tradition.
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Six years after the new State Constitution was adopted, Ed Corsi
found the opportunity he sought to concretize its precepts, to fill the gap
as it were between the generalities of enabling legislation and the urgent
needs of the moment. In 1942 Thomas E. Dewey, than whom there is no
keener judge of men, was elected Governor of New York (I ran against him
for Governor at that time) and he appointed Ed Corsi to his Cabinet as
Industrial Commissioner. Yet though these two towering men did not
always agree on the techniques of implementing the newly adopted
legislation, Governor Dewey had such faith in the judgment and integrity
of Edward Corsi that he re-appointed him in 1947 and 1951.
During his twelve-year tenure in that high office, he set standards of
performance that were later to be emulated, if not achieved, by every other
industrial state in the Union. They included safety and hygiene measures
never before attained at any level of government, liberalization of
unemployment insurance, uncompromising enforcement of the minimum
wage laws and creative involvement in the task of maintaining industrial
peace.
After Governor Dewey left office in 1954, President Eisenhower
appointed Ed Corsi as Administrator of the Refugee Relief Act. Ed saw
this as a challenge to fulfill the compassionate intent of this supposedly
humane legislation. However, his purpose was defeated by pusillanimous
bureaucratic interference. He quit in disgust and came back to New York
to continue his love affair with the old Settlement House in East Harlem.
Haarlem House, later renamed LaGuardia House, and the name of
Edward Corsi are virtually synonymous. He grew up there as a boy and he
loved the place for the lift it gave to the youngsters of that impoverished
community. Throughout his long public career he never diminished his
participation in the administration of its affairs. His devoted wife Emma
whom he met there for the first time as a young social worker is now
managing the House in memory of her husband while his son Philip, a
successful New York lawyer, serves as a member and Secretary of its Board
of Directors.
LaGuardia House will soon be demolished and a public housing
project to be named for Edward Corsi will be erected on its site. This is a
fitting monument to the man, the more so since the new LaGuardia House
with expanded rent-free facilities will operate within the housing project
that bears his name. A low-rent housing project in East Harlem that would
include a new Settlement House within its walls was Ed Corsi's dream. His
labor and leadership made that dream come true.
Edward Corsi belonged to what he called the progressive wing of the
Republican Party. He was his party's candidate for United States Senator
and later for Mayor of New York. But he was too kind and gentle and
moral and forthright to be a successful politician. Politics require a
modicum of ruthlessness and that ingredient was not in his makeup. Yet he
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did as much for the cause of social justice as any governor or senator, and
much more than most of them.
Ed Corsi was called a dreamer. That he was, but he was also a doer.
But what's wrong with dreaming? Our tense and mixed-up world needs
dreamers if only to counterweigh the computers which can do anything but
dream. A dreamer named Aristophanes ended the war between Athens and
Sparta by writing an inspired satirical play called Lysistrata. The power of
Rome was destroyed by the power of an idea, ignited by another dreamer.
His name was Christ and his idea: Thou shalt not kill; love thy neighbor.
Christianity, an impossible idea for those days, finished Rome and brought
peace to the world for many centuries.
America needs many more dreamers like Edward Corsi. The story of
his life should be more widely known and it is good that Syracuse
University is undertaking to create a permanent record of his achievements.
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THE TIME IS NOW

Dear Friend and Supporter:
You are cordially invited to entertain the suggestion that now is the
opportune time to come to the aid of Syracuse University Library
Associates, and to renew your annual affiliation with that organization.
This may be done by either (or both) of two ways: donations of
property (books, manuscripts, audio recordings, stocks, securities, etc.) or
contributions in the form of checks.
Depending upon the value of the property or the amount of the
check, you may become enrolled as:
AN ANNUAL MEMBER by contributing $15 or more in any year;
A SUSTAINING MEMBER by contributing $100 or more in any year;
or
A LIFE MEMBER by contributing $3,000 or more in any year.
All contributions are tax deductible within legal limits.
Checks should be made payable to: SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, and
communications should be addressed to:
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
University Sta., Box 163,
Syracuse, N. Y. 13210

The Board of Trustees of Library Associates is confident of your
early and generous response and looks forward to your participation in the
activities of Syracuse University Library.
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